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I first bought this book to try to "cure" my allergies myself thinking that this book would teach me how. However, this book just talks about how people magically were cured from NAET. This book is basically a marketing brochure to get you to visit one of their NAET offices. And you know what? I did visit one of their offices. In fact, I went to see the author herself to be treated by her personally. Yes, I saw the author herself, AKA the inventor of this "magical allergy cure". When you get to the office they tell you that it is required that you read one of the NAET books, which means you have to buy one of her books. When you have a consultation they tell you that they can cure pretty much anything. Yes, ANYTHING. Here are a few things that they claim they can cure:1) Allergies 2) Asthma 3) ADHD 4) Autism 5) Back Pain 6) Headaches 7) Cancer - YES, CANCER! 8) AIDS - YES, AIDS! 9) Cold sores Here are some other ones they say they can cure: - Loneliness- Greed- Guilt- Addiction- Lack of confidence They claim that everything is caused by allergies. Autism = mercury allergy. Psoriasis/Eczema = several allergies. AIDS = virus allergy. Cancer = radiation allergy. Here are a list of the allergies that people are ACTUALLY being treated for: - the color blue- heat/cold- wind- people (family members)- TV/computer screen- light/darkness- water Yes, these are what they claim are allergies. And I have been treated for them by Devi Nambudripad herself. Now let me get to the cost of treatment.
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